
Trouble is where you find it. The Board’s “yarns” are filled with deceptions to make the 

members feel that all is well when it is not. The latest “fabrication” is the unproven 

declaration that net revenue benefit from NRNE membership category provides each equity 

member a discount on annual dues of approximately $3400. This was extolled in a Delaire 

letter by Hovanec and Zucker. It was repeated in the Board meeting and in the financial 

reports dated 9/22/2018. No details as to how these deductions came about accompanied the 

report. Fictions do not convert mendacities into truth no matter how often they are 

repeated. Read “Is Delaire Rising or Declining? Karpel’s previous deceits: “We have a hole by 

hole plan”. When forced to respond: “Let me make it absolutely clear there is no hole by hole 

plan”.  

Read Bogus Builders Agreements,   POA Miscue,   Liars Bumblers or Both,   Latest Scam. 

Members must challenge the Board when decisions are reckless. Not challenging Boards has 

consequences. Bestowing non-residents with lesser dues and providing them with more 

amenities than mandatories is “insanity”. That leaves the RMs holding the bag with their 

double dues, $80,000 initiation fees and encumbrances on their properties PLUS not being 

able to quit when things get out of hand. Giving nitty-gritties at bargain pricing to lure new 

non-residents has a huge cost.  It kills the appetite for purchasing a home in Delaire which 

demands higher dues, POA charges and $80,000 initiation fees. The “absurdities” of a lower 

dues structure for NRNE has depressed Delaire’s property values and standing as an Exclusive 

Premier club. All of these farces impact the bottom line and are negative obstacles to our 

financials.  Eventually cheap money drives out the good. The club falters and ends up as a 

builder’s site. History repeats itself. Read Mandatory members at Fountains. 

To tempt the new and hold on to the old RM’s, laudable managing is needed to make 

participants feel that they are at a fine resort where the customer is always right. To be 

successful, one and all must be treated equally and pay equal dues. A fine club does not punish 

their members at every turn or have narcissistic boards and grievance committees fomenting 

litigation. Lawsuits drive people away.   

Mandatory Membership is slowly ending. Delaire’s RM membership has shrunk from 326 to 

297. As dues and assessments increase more RM’s abandon their devalued homes. Heirs 

abandon properties that have fallen in value. Cost of maintaining them until sold makes 

dumping them a better alternative. Once the process begins it affects builders building on 
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spec.  Builders faced with selling below cost dump properties.  As the news spreads of 

builders’ losses others stay away, real estate agents forsake the property as the catch 22 

continues. It’s happening throughout Florida. The final stretch is a Home Builder buying the 

golf courses or a boutique owner-operator buys and saves the Club temporarily, with an eye to 

a future real estate property.  Read Non-resident member’s impact.   

Delaire is close to such scenarios. Departing of RMs has started the process. Rising dues and 

assessments, poor golf course conditions, major litigations, all are catalyst to the downfall. All 

the needed signs for failure are in place. Taking in more non-resident members at an 

unsustainable dues structure just speeds up the process.  

Www.delairegovernance.com has presented several alternatives. Read October 8, 2018 

Latest News.  Let’s talk about it at a Town Hall meeting, not on a one on one Zucker bagel 

room tête-à-tête! What do we have to lose? Increasing the NON-RESIDENT members’ dues to 

RESIDENT MEMBER levels is the best, fairest and quickest solution.  It will improve our 

bottom line, even if we lose all outsiders, which we won’t. If we lose them. we save on services 

and rid ourselves of unprofitable memberships. It is a win win scenario! We no longer have 

the option to stay the course. Read Dues Increases      
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